Summit Interconnect, Inc. Acquires Integrated Technology Ltd. - ITL Circuits

Summit Interconnect broadens support of the North American electronics industry and continues to execute on strategy to acquire highly capable, high-technology printed circuit board businesses while aspiring to new heights of technological capabilities and customer partnerships

ANAHEIM, Calif. (PRWEB) July 31, 2020 -- Summit Interconnect, Inc. is pleased to announce the acquisition of ITL Circuits.

Established in 1971 and located in Toronto, Canada, ITL Circuits is one of North America’s leading providers of printed circuit boards. The oldest and largest privately held PCB manufacturer in Canada, ITL Circuits provides a significant expansion of Summit’s operations in North America.

ITL Circuits is AS9100, NADCAP and MIL-PRF 31032 certified and has a long history of servicing military programs for the Canadian Department of National Defense (DND) prime contractors and Australian Defense Force (ADF) primes. ITL Circuits is also a long time supplier to the United States DOD prime contractors under U.S. ITAR 126.5 under the Canadian Controlled Goods (CGP) exemption.

Shane Whiteside, President and CEO of Summit Interconnect, Inc, stated, “ITL’s capabilities complement Summit’s and will provide additional volume manufacturing capacity across a broad range of technology. The additional and meaningful scale will further strengthen our ability to serve our customers and broaden our relationships with key suppliers. This is very exciting news for both Summit and ITL and we welcome our new Toronto employees to the Summit team.”

About Summit Interconnect: Summit Interconnect is a leading manufacturer of advanced technology printed circuit boards. Manufacturing services include quick turn, prototype and production through our advanced technology facilities located in California and Toronto, Canada. For more information, please go to summit-pcb.com

About ITL Circuits: ITL Circuits is one of North America’s leading providers of printed circuit board fabrication services. Established in 1971, ITL Circuits is highly certified and is the oldest and largest privately held PCB manufacturer in Canada. ITL Circuits serves both original equipment manufacturers (OEM) and electronic manufacturing services (EMS) companies with advanced technology prototype and production PCB’s around the globe. For more information, please go to: itlcircuits.com

To learn more about the Summit Interconnect story:

Manufacturing in Focus Magazine:
"Waves Are Being Made in the PCB Industry and Summit Interconnect Plans to Ride Them"

PCB007 Magazine:
"Shane Whiteside and Summit Interconnect: Aspiring to New Heights"

Summit Interconnect is an HCI Equity Partners portfolio company
Contact Information
John Vaughan - VP Strategic Markets
Summit Interconnect, Inc.
http://www.summit-pcb.com
+1 7039946788

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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